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The impulsive sound reflection from a planar boundary with absorptive and dispersive properties is

investigated. The acoustic properties of the boundary are modeled via a local impedance transfer

function whose complex frequency domain representation is taken to be a Padé ~2,2! expression.
The coefficients in this representation are matched to frequency domain acoustic wave reflection

measurements. With the aid of the Cagniard–De Hoop method, a closed-form space-time expression

is derived for the acoustic pressure of the reflected wave arising from the incidence of a point-source

monopole excited spherical pulse. Depending on the acoustic impedance properties of the boundary,

large-amplitude oscillating surface effects can occur. These surface phenomena differ in nature from

the true surface waves like the Rayleigh, Scholte, and Stoneley waves in elastodynamics. Illustrative

numerical results are presented. © 2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a variety of applications, the analysis of the reflec-

tion of sound waves, generated by a localized source, from a

boundary surface with certain reflection and absorption prop-

erties is of importance. In outdoor sound propagation, the

boundary can be a natural ground surface. In noise control, it

can be a sound-absorbing layer covering a machine part. In

architectural acoustics, the boundary can be a part of the

sound reflecting and/or scattering structure that serves to re-

alize a particular distribution of sound in, for example, a

concert hall. In all these cases, it is of importance to have

certain design parameters at one’s disposition. This need can,

at least partly, be satisfied through the study of certain ca-

nonical problems, in which category the analytically solvable

ones have the advantage of revealing rather explicitly how

the different configurational and material parameters influ-

ence the acoustic behavior of a particular structure as a

whole.

The present paper performs a study in this category. It

discusses the reflection of sound waves generated by an im-

pulsive monopole point source, from a planar boundary with

absorptive and dispersive properties. The latter are modeled

as a local acoustic impedance relation, i.e., a local relation

between the acoustic pressure and the normal component of

the particle velocity of the sound wave.1,2 The absorptive and

dispersive properties are expressed via a complex-frequency

domain Padé-type expression that guarantees passivity and

causality, and in which the parameters can be adjusted to fit

measured material reflection data. With the aid of the

Cagniard–De Hoop ~CdH! method,3,4 closed-form analytic

space-time expressions are obtained for the acoustic pressure

in its dependence on the mutual position of a ~monopole!
source and a ~monopole! receiver with respect to the bound-

ary. In the literature,5–8 much attention is paid to surface

effects that show up when source and receiver are close to

the boundary and that manifest themselves as large ampli-

tudes in the acoustic pressure ~in excess even of the ones

associated with the reflection from a rigid boundary! occur-

ring after the arrival of the wave front of the impulsive re-

flected wave. This phenomenon also shows up in acoustic

experiments9 as well as in the pertaining Finite-Difference

Time-Domain method ~FDTD! and field emission micros-

copy Finite Element Method ~FEM! studies.10,11 A careful

analysis of the structure of our reflection function shows,

however, that this phenomenon is not in the same category as

the Rayleigh wave12 along the planar boundary of a traction

free elastic solid, the Scholte wave3 along the planar fluid/

solid interface, or the Stoneley waves13 along the interface of

two different solids. The analytic CdH method employed,

further provides the changes in wave shape that the reflected

wave undergoes, in their dependence on the parameters14 oc-

curring in the expression for the boundary’s acoustic imped-

ance.

One can argue whether a local impedance-type reaction

sufficiently accurately models the presence of the second me-

dium. As the analysis of the two-media problem with point-

source excitation shows, the relation between acoustic pres-

sure and normal component of the particle velocity is a

nonlocal one of the type of a Dirichlet-to-Neumann map.15

On the other hand, many studies in the acoustic literature use

the local impedance concept. In particular, this holds for the

numerical FDTD and FEM studies, where the discretization

of a nonlocal Dirichlet-to-Neumann map would destroy the

sparsity of the matrix representing the discretized acoustic

pressure, while the incorporation of dispersive effects would

also imply the incorporation of ~noninstantaneous! time-

relaxation effects via the relevant temporal convolution inte-

grals. At least the latter phenomena are fully and exactly

handled in an approach.a!Electronic mail: b.j.kooij@ewi.tudelft.nl
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Finally, the analytic expressions obtained can serve as

benchmarks in further computational studies based on the

discretization of the acoustic wave equations.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Position in the configuration is specified by the coordi-

nates $x ,y ,z% with respect to an orthogonal, Cartesian refer-
ence frame with the origin O. Its base vectors $ix ,iy ,iz% are
mutually perpendicular, of unit length each, and they form,

in the indicated order, a right-handed system. The position

vector is r5xix1y iy1ziz . The vectorial spatial differentia-
tion operator is “5ix]x1iy]y1iz]z . The time coordinate is

t; differentiation with respect to time is denoted by ] t .

The acoustic wave motion is studied in the half-space

D5$2`,x,` ,2`,y,` ,0,z,`%, which is filled with
a fluid with volume density of mass r and compressibility k.
The speed of sound waves in it is given by c5(rk)21/2. The

acoustic pressure p(r,t) and the particle velocity v(r,t) sat-
isfy the first-order acoustic wave equations

“p1r] tv50, ~1!

“"v1k] tp5Q~ t !d~r2rs!. ~2!

Here, Q(t) is the volume source density of injection rate

~model for the action of a monopole transducer!, and rs
5$0,0,h% is the location of the point source. The source

starts to act at t50 and prior to this instant the configuration

is at rest. Figure 1 shows the configuration. The acoustical

properties of the planar boundary are modeled via the linear,

time-invariant, local acoustic impedance relation

p~x ,y ,0,t !52~rc !21Z~ t ! *

~ t !

vz~x ,y ,0,t !, ~3!

where *

(t)

denotes temporal convolution and Z(t) is the

acoustic time-domain impedance function of the wall, nor-

malized with respect to the acoustic wave impedance rc of

the fluid. A detailed discussion of the properties of the acous-

tic impedance is given in Sec. V. The acoustic wave field in

the half space is written as the superposition of the incident

wave field $p i,vi%, which is the wave field in the fluid in the
absence of the boundary, and the reflected wave field

$pr,vr%, that expresses the action of the reflecting wall, i.e.:

$p ,v%5$p i,vi%1$pr,vr% in D. ~4!

III. THE COMPLEX SLOWNESS REPRESENTATION
FOR THE ACOUSTIC WAVE FIELDS

The time invariance and the causality of the sound

waves are taken into account by the use of the unilateral

Laplace transform

$ p̂ , v̂%~r,s !5L@$p ,v%~r,t !#

5E
t50

`

exp~2st !$p ,v%~r,t !dt . ~5!

The Laplace transform parameter s is taken positive and real.
Then, according to Lerch’s theorem,16 a one-to-one mapping

exists between $p ,v%(r,t) and their time-Laplace trans-

formed counterparts $ p̂ , v̂%(r,s). The configuration is ini-

tially at rest with the consequence that the transformation

property ] t→s holds. Next, the complex slowness represen-
tations for $ p̂ , v̂%(r,s) are introduced as

$ p̂ , v̂%~r,s !5

s2

4p2
E

a52`

`

daE
b52`

`

$ p̃ , ṽ%

3~a ,b ,z ,s !exp@2is~ax1by !#db , ~6!

where a and b are the wave slownesses in the x and y direc-
tions, respectively. This representation entails the properties

]x→2isa , ]y→2isb . Use of the transforms in Eqs. ~1!
and ~2! yields

F p̃ i

p̃rG~g ,z ,s !5

rQ̂~s !

2g
F exp~2sguz2hu!

R̃~g ,s !exp~2sgDz!
G , ~7!

in which

g~a ,b !5~c22
1a2

1b2!1/2 ~8!

is the wave slowness normal to the boundary with Re$g%.0,

Dz5z1h , and R̃ denotes the slowness-domain reflection co-

efficient. Using the property, ṽz52(sr)21]z p̃ , the imped-

ance boundary condition in the complex slowness domain

can be written as

lim
z↓0

]z p̃5

s

cẐ~s !
lim
z↓0

p̃ . ~9!

From Eqs. ~7! and ~9!, it follows that

R̃~g ,s !5

cg21/Ẑ~s !

cg11/Ẑ~s !
. ~10!

IV. SPACE-TIME EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ACOUSTIC
WAVE FIELD CONSTITUENTS

A. Space-time incident wave fields

The expressions for the space-time incident sound waves

can be found in De Hoop17 and are given by

p i~r,t !5r] t
2Q~ t ! *

~ t !

G i~r,t !, ~11!

v
i~r,t !52] tQ~ t ! *

~ t !

“G i~r,t !, ~12!

where

FIG. 1. Half-space configuration where h is the source height. Z is the

normalized acoustic impedance transfer function of the planar boundary.
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G i~r,t !5

1

4pD0

H~ t2T0! ~13!

denotes the incident-wave Green’s function for the acoustic

pressure. Here, D05(x21y21uz2hu2)1/2.0 is the distance

between source and receiver, T05D0 /c is the arrival time of
the incident wave and H(t) denotes the Heaviside unit step
function.

B. Space-time reflected wave fields

The expressions for the reflected acoustic wave fields in

the space-time domain are now constructed. With the aid of

Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, we first write the expressions for p̂r and v̂z
r

as

p̂r~r,s !5rs2Q̂~s !Ĝr~r,s !, ~14!

v̂
r~r,s !52sQ̂~s !“Ĝr~r,s !, ~15!

where

Ĝr~r,s !5

1

4p2
E

a52`

`

daE
b52`

` R̃~g ,s !

2g

3exp$2s@ i~ax1by !1gDz#%db ~16!

denotes the reflected-wave Green’s function for the acoustic

pressure. From Eqs. ~14!–~16!, it is clear that the determina-
tion of the space-time reflected acoustic wave fields has been

reduced to finding the space-time domain counterpart of Eq.

~16!. To this end, we employ the standard procedures in the

CdH method.3,4 The following transformation is carried out

first

a52ip cos~u !2q sin~u !,

~17!
b52ip sin~u !1q cos~u !,

which for the vertical slowness leads to g(q ,p)5@V(q)2

2p2#1/2, with V(q)5(c22
1q2)1/2. Next, the integration

along the imaginary p axis in the complex p plane is replaced
by one along the hyperbolic path pr1g(q ,p)Dz5t with

T1(q),t,` where T1(q)5D1V(q). Here, D15(x21y2

1Dz
2)1/2.0 is the distance from the image source to the

receiver. Subsequently, the transformation

q5~t2/D1
2
2c22!1/2 sin~c ! ~18!

leads to

Ĝr~r,s !5

1

4pD1
E

t5T1

`

K̂r~r,t ,s !exp~2st !dt . ~19!

Here

K̂r~r,t ,s !5

2

p
E

c50

p/2

Re@ R̃~ ḡ ,s !#dc ~20!

denotes the reflected-wave kernel function, T15T1(0)

5D1 /c is the arrival time of the reflected wave and

ḡ(r,t ,c) is the slowness after carrying out the indicated

transformations. Assuming that K̂r(r,t ,s) has a causal time-
domain counterpart Kr(r,t ,t), the space-time reflected-wave
Green’s function is found as

Gr~r,t !5

1

4pD1

3E
t5T1

t

Kr~r,t ,t2t !dtH~ t2T1!.

~21!

Finally, the space-time reflected acoustic wave field quanti-

ties are obtained as

pr~r,t !5r] t
2Q~ t ! *

~ t !

Gr~r,t !, ~22!

v
r~r,t !52] tQ~ t ! *

~ t !

“Gr~r,t !. ~23!

The determination of the reflected-wave kernel function,

which depends on the impedance of the acoustic wall is dis-

cussed in the next section.

V. THE ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE MODEL AND THE
CORRESPONDING REFLECTED-WAVE KERNEL
FUNCTION

The acoustic impedance transfer function must satisfy

the conditions of linearity, time invariance, causality, and

passivity. Accordingly, its complex frequency-domain coun-

terpart must, together with its inverse, be an analytic function

of s in $Re(s).0% and it must take on real values for

$Re(s).0,Im(s)50%. To meet the condition of partly instan-

taneous impulse response, Ẑ(s) must attain a finite, real,

positive limit as usu→` in $Re(s)>0%. As in standard linear,
time-invariant, causal, passive system theory, we take for

Ẑ(s) the Padé ~2,2! expression

Ẑ ~2,2!~s !5Z`

~s1az!~s1bz!

~s1ap!~s1bp!
, ~24!

in which Z` , az , bz , ap , and bp are adjustable parameters,

subject to the conditions Z`.0, $az ,bz% either both real and
positive or each other’s complex conjugate with a positive

real part, and $ap ,bp% either both real and positive or each

other’s complex conjugate with a positive real part. In an

illustrative numerical result, the values of these coefficients

will be matched to frequency-domain (s5i2p f ) reflection
measurements applying to the impedance boundary at hand.

The time-domain impedance transfer function follows from

Eq. ~24! as

Z ~2,2!~ t !5Z`@d~ t !1C1 exp~2apt !H~ t !

1C2 exp~2bpt !H~ t !# , ~25!

in which

C15~azbz2azbp2bzbp1bp
2!/~ap2bp!,

~26!
C25~azbz2azap2bzap1ap

2!/~bp2ap!.

To proceed with the determination of the reflected wave,

R̃(ḡ ,s) is written as a partial-fraction expression of the type

R̃~ ḡ ,s !5R̃0~ ḡ !1

R̃1~ ḡ !

s1 p̃1~ ḡ !
1

R̃2~ ḡ !

s1 p̃2~ ḡ !
. ~27!

From Eqs. ~10! and ~24!, the coefficients in this expression

are found as

R̃0~ ḡ !5a2 /b2 , R̃1~ ḡ !5d1/21D21~d1e1/22d0!,
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R̃2~ ḡ !5d1/21D21~d02d1e1/2!, ~28!

p̃1~ ḡ !5~e11D !/2, p̃2~ ḡ !5~e12D !/2,

where

D~ ḡ !5~e1
2
24e0!

1/2, d0~ ḡ !5a0 /b22b0a2 /b2
2,

d1~ ḡ !5a1 /b22b1a2 /b2
2, e0~ ḡ !5b0 /b2 ,

e1~ ḡ !5b1 /b2 , a0~ ḡ !5cḡZ`azbz2apbp ,

a1~ ḡ !5cḡZ`~az1bz!2~ap1bp!, ~29!

a2~ ḡ !5cḡZ`21, b0~ ḡ !5cḡZ`azbz1apbp ,

b1~ ḡ !5cḡZ`~az1bz!1~ap1bp!,

b2~ ḡ !5cḡZ`11.

Use of Eq. ~27! in Eq. ~20! yields

K̂r~r,t ,s !5

2

p
E

c50

p/2

ReF R̃01

R̃1

~s1 p̃1!
1

R̃2

~s1 p̃2!
Gdc ,

~30!

from which the space-time counterpart follows as:

Kr~r,t ,t !5

2

p
E

c50

p/2

Re@ R̃0d~ t !1R̃1 exp~2 p̃1t !H~ t !

1R̃2 exp~2 p̃2t !H~ t !#dc . ~31!

If in the integration on the right-hand side values of c are

met where D(ḡ)50, the last two terms do blow up, but their

sum attains a finite limit, as inspection of Eqs. ~28! and ~29!
learns. This difficulty is circumvented by keeping, in the nu-

merical procedure, always the last two terms together.

The solution for the kernel function is now complete and

the space-time Green’s function for the reflected acoustic

pressure is found with Eq. ~21!. The delta function in Eq.

~31! yields an instantaneous response in the reflected-wave

Green’s function, while the remaining terms, containing the

exponential functions, start with zero values at the arrival

time, and lead to the occurrence of a dispersive tail.

VI. SPECIAL CASES

In this section, we present expressions for the Green’s

function in some special cases. These are A: the arrival-time

value, B: the case of source and receiver both placed on the

boundary, C: the case of source and receiver aligned normal

to the boundary.

A. Green’s function at the arrival time

At the arrival time, t5T1 , the t integral in Eq. ~21!

vanishes and only the delta function in Eq. ~31! with R̃0 as

coefficient contributes to the reflected wave field value. R̃0

depends on Z` only and, hence, the relaxation properties of

the boundary material do not influence the reflected wave at

the early time. In terms of the angle u, which is indicated in
Fig. 1, the space-time reflected-wave Green’s function for the

acoustic pressure at the arrival time is

Gr~u~r!,t5T1!5

1

4pD1

R~u !, ~32!

where

R~u !5

cos~u !21/Z`

cos~u !11/Z`
. ~33!

At normal incidence, we have R(0)5(Z`21)/(Z`11),

while at grazing incidence R(p/2)521. Another observa-

tion is that the numerator in Eq. ~33! becomes zero when

tan(uB)5(Z`
2
21)1/2. This occurs only for Z`>1, in which

case uB is the Brewster angle, known from optics.

B. Source and receiver both on the boundary

For the case where both source and receiver are placed

on the boundary, Dz50, we can not treat the incident and

reflected wave fields separately. Therefore, we consider the

total-wave Green’s function for the acoustic pressure, whose

complex slowness representation is given by ~cf. Eqs. ~16!
and ~17!!:

Ĝ~r,s !uDz505

1

4p2i
E
q50

`

dqE
p52i`

i` 11R̃~g ,s !

g

3exp~2spr !dp . ~34!

Replacing the integration along the imaginary p axis by a

loop integral along the branch cut on the positive real p axis,
which procedure is admissible since Jordan’s lemma and

Cauchy’s theorem apply, the total-wave Green’s function for

the acoustic pressure is obtained as

Ĝ~r,s !uDz505

1

2pr
E

t5T1

`

K̂~r ,t ,s !exp~2st !dt , ~35!

where

K̂~r,t ,s !uDz505

2

p
E

c50

p/2 uḡu2

uḡu21@ Ẑ~s !c#22
dc ~36!

denotes the kernel function and T15r/c is the arrival time in
this special case. After some elaboration the kernel function

can be written in the form

K̂~r,t ,s !uDz50512@11Ẑ~s !2~t2/T1
2
21 !#21/2. ~37!

For two special cases of this configuration, the transforma-

tion back to the time domain can be carried out analytically

rather than numerically. The first one occurs when the acous-

tic impedance can be modeled as a Padé ~0,0! expression,

Ẑ (0,0)(s)5Z` , i.e., when no boundary relaxation effects oc-

cur. Then

G~r,t !uDz505

1

2pr
@12~11u2!21/2#H~ t2T1!, ~38!

where u(r ,t)5Z`(t
2/T1

2
21)1/2. This function decreases

monotonically with increasing r and t and, hence, no peaked
surface effects do occur. The second case amounts to a ~1,1!
Padé representation of the acoustic impedance
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Ẑ ~1,1!~s !5Z`

~s1az!

~s1ap!
, ~39!

which case covers a large class of wool felts and grass

grounds.10 With the aid of Eqs. ~35!, ~37!, and ~39!, the
space-time total-wave Green’s function becomes

G~r,t !uDz505

1

2pr
H~ t2T1!

2

1

p
E

t5T1

`

L21F ~s1ap!exp~2st !

~a2s
2
1a1s1a0!

1/2Gdt ,

~40!

with

a0~r ,t !5ap
2
1az

2u2,

~41!
a1~r ,t !52~ap1azu

2!, a2~r ,t !511u2,

where u5u(r ,t). Using

L21F exp~2st !

As21a2
G5J0@a~ t2t !#H~ t2t !, a>0, ~42!

where J0(t) is the Bessel function of the first kind and order
zero, the space-time total-wave Green’s function for the

acoustic pressure is obtained as

G~r,t !uDz50

5

1

2pr F12

1

Aa2~r ,t !
2E

t5T1

t exp@2v~ t2t !#

Aa2~r ,t !

3L$J0@w~ t2t !#%dtGH~ t2T1!, ~43!

where

v~r ,t !5a1 /~2a2!, w~r ,t !5uaz2apuu/a2>0, ~44!

and L given by L(r ,t ,t)5] t1ap2v . The time derivative

acting on the Bessel function can be circumvented by using

the Bessel functions property: J1(t)52] tJ0(t). The argu-

ment of this Bessel function in Eq. ~43! is always non-

negative and real. As a result, the part of the total-wave

Green’s function containing the Bessel function shows an

oscillating behavior.

Equation ~43! is in agreement with the result obtained by
Donato8 through a different procedure. In his paper, Donato

used the Padé ~0,1! representation for this special case.

C. Source and receiver aligned normal to the
boundary

For the case of source and receiver aligned normal to the

impedance boundary, we proceed differently and first intro-

duce new variables of integration in Eq. ~16!, viz.
a5n cos~f! and b5n sin~f!. Using the rotational symmetry,
the reflected-wave Green’s function for the acoustic pressure

now becomes

Ĝr~r,s !ur505

1

4p
E

n50

` nR̃~g ,s !

g
exp~2sgDz!dn , ~45!

where g5(c22
1n2)1/2. After introducing t5gDz , the re-

sult is

Ĝr~r,s !ur505

1

4pDz
E

t5T1

`

R̃~t/Dz ,s !exp~2st !dt ,

~46!

where T15Dz /c is the arrival time. The space-time

reflected-wave Green’s function for the acoustic pressure

then follows as:

Gr~r,t !ur505

1

4pDz
E

t5T1

t

R̃~t/Dz ,t2t !dtH~ t2T1!.

~47!

VII. SURFACE EFFECTS

As a result of the conditions laid upon g and Ẑ(s) ~posi-

tive real parts for real, positive s!, the denominator of R̃(g ,s)
as it occurs in Eq. ~16! is free from zeros. This implies that

no true surface waves like the Rayleigh wave,12 Scholte

wave,3 and Stoneley waves13 in elastodynamics, where such

zeroes do occur in the pertaining complex slowness domain

reflection coefficients, exist. However, large surface effects

in the acoustic pressure have been reported if both source

and receiver are close to the boundary, depending on the

values of the parameters determining Ẑ(s). In the frequency
domain, an impedance showing this behavior is found to

have a resistive part that is small compared with a ~negative!
reactance part.6–8 Such a type of impedance can be modeled

as a Padé ~1,1! representation of the kind in Eq. ~39!. For
source and receiver on the boundary, Eqs. ~43! and ~44! pro-
vide the Green’s function. The Bessel function in it shows an

oscillating behavior. Its argument is proportional to uaz

2apu which is large as az@ap ~the other possibility, az

!ap , has not been encountered in the literature!. To what

degree the oscillations in the Bessel function finally show up

in the Green’s function is, due to the integration with respect

to t, difficult to say.
The acoustic pressure is mathematically the temporal

convolution of the time signature of the source with the

Green’s function. Convolution is, however, a smoothing pro-

cess whose final result may mask many interesting details in

the Green’s function, the latter being determined by the con-

figurational and material parameters only. Therefore, we dis-

cuss and do show in the next section the Green’s functions

for three types of physical impedances and we will reveal

interesting features in the reflected sound waves that are only

mentioned qualitatively in the experimental literature.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For three acoustic impedance models, the space-time

reflected-wave Green’s function for the acoustic pressure

will be presented. The results for the three impedance models

are discussed separately later.

A. Instantaneously reacting impedance boundary
„Padé „0,0… complex frequency domain representation…

For the instantaneously reacting impedance boundary,

we have the Padé ~0,0! representation: Ẑ (0,0)(s)5Z` . For
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this type of boundary, no large amplitude oscillating surface

effects are expected, a result confirmed by the literature.6–8

For Z52, Fig. 2 shows a density plot of the normalized

reflected-wave Green’s function, 4pD13Gr ~normalization
with respect to the reflected-wave Green’s function in the

rigid boundary case, Z→`), at ct/h5330 where ct51 m

and h.0. Note that the arrival-time response of Gr vanishes

at the Brewster angle uB560°. The plot is in agreement with

the results of Ingard.2 It is observed that the reflected-wave

Green’s function is less than unity everywhere in the con-

figuration.

B. Mineral wool acoustic impedance boundary „Padé
„1,1… complex frequency domain representation…

A 50 mm mineral wool with hard backing can be mod-

eled as a Padé ~1,1! representation ~Eq. ~39!!. From the

literature,18 the following values are taken Z`51, az

56700 s21, ap50. The corresponding acoustic admittance

relaxation time is t rel5940ms and the spectral diagram

acoustic admittance corner frequency is f c ,Y51.06 kHz. Fig-

ure 3 shows the real and imaginary parts of the frequency-

domain mineral wool acoustic impedance model, Ẑ (1,1)

(i2p f ). Figures 4~a!–~c! show density plots for the normal-

ized reflected-wave Green’s function at ct/h5330 where

FIG. 2. Normalized density plot of G r at ct/h5330, where h.0, for an

instantaneously reacting wall impedance: Z52. The Brewster angle is uB

560°. No surface phenomenon appears at large offsets parallel to the

boundary.

FIG. 3. Frequency response of the mineral wool acoustic impedance model.

The acoustic admittance corner frequency is f c;Y51.06 kHz.

FIG. 4. ~a!–~c! Normalized density plot of G r in the mineral wool acoustic impedance model with ct/h5330 where ct5$1,4,16% m. Oscillating surface

effects occur at large offsets parallel to the boundary. The maximum value exceeds the value of the Green’s function in the rigid boundary case. ~d!–~f! The
corresponding time snaps at source height h.
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ct5$1,4,16% m, respectively. The relevant amplitude at

source height h are depicted in Figs. 4~d!–~f!. Large ampli-
tude oscillatory surface effects are observed at large offsets

parallel to the boundary. The maximum value of the Green’s

function exceeds the value of the rigid boundary case

Green’s function, a phenomenon which has also been re-

ported by Diagle et al.7 It is noted that this phenomenon is

entirely due to the absorptive and dispersive behavior of the

boundary impedance. Furthermore, its magnitude depends on

the actual values of the parameters employed. Finally, some

time traces are shown in Fig. 5.

C. NASA Langley CT73 acoustic impedance „Padé
„2,2… complex frequency domain representation…

The NASA Langley CT73 flow impedance tube with a

constant depth ceramic tubular liner is considered and mod-

eled as a Padé ~2,2! expression. The data from frequency-

response measurements are taken from Özyörük et al.19 The
first parameter to be estimated is the arrival time acoustic

impedance, which is taken as Z`52. The relaxation param-

eters in Eq. ~24! are found by fitting the acoustic impedance
model to the measured data spectrum in the frequency inter-

val fP(0.5,3.0) kHz. The obtained values in the Ẑ (2,2)(s)
impedance model are: Z`52, az51000p s21, bz

55200p s21, ap51300p1i3400p s21 and bp51300p
2i3400p s21. The acoustic impedance damped natural fre-

quency is f d;Z51.7 kHz. Figure 6 shows the real and imagi-

nary parts of the frequency-domain Langley CT73 acoustic

impedance model, Ẑ (2,2)(i2p f ). Figures 7~a!–~c! show den-

sity plots for the normalized reflected-wave Green’s function

at ct/h5330 where ct5$1,4,16% m, respectively. The rel-

evant amplitude at source height h are depicted in Figs.

7~d!–~f!. Small amplitude oscillatory surface effects occur in
the Green’s function, which are, however, hardly detectable

in the ~measured! acoustic pressure. It is noted that the

Green’s function is less than unity in all space. In Fig. 8,

finally, some time traces at source height and different hori-

zontal offsets are depicted to show the small amplitude tran-

sient oscillations in the reflected-wave Green’s function.

IX. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In Sec. VIII B, we used the same impedance model as in

the Refs. 6–8 where it can lead to large amplitude surface

effects. In the present analysis, oscillations in the reflected-

wave Green’s function do occur in space and time. The

maximum amplitude of the oscillations exceeds the value of

the rigid boundary Green’s function for the situations where

source and receiver are close to the impedance boundary.

FIG. 5. Time traces of the normalized total-wave Green’s function in the mineral wool acoustic impedance model. Time oscillations occur at large offsets

parallel to the boundary. The Green’s function G→1/2pD1 as t→` .

FIG. 6. Frequency response of the Langley CT73 acoustic impedance

model. The acoustic impedance damped natural frequency is f d;Z
51.7 kHz.
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When the source and receiver are placed away from the

boundary, the magnitude of the oscillations decreases gradu-

ally.

In Sec. VIII C, we modeled the Langley CT73 acoustic

impedance with a Padé ~2,2! expression. Small amplitude

oscillations do occur in the reflected-wave Green’s function,

but they are hardly detectable in measurements.

As far as the agreement with the literature is concerned,

surface effects in the form of oscillatory features do occur.

The magnitude of the oscillations depends on the parameters

in the impedance model. Other experiments with the mineral

wool impedance model, where only Z` is increased, i.e.,

increasing the resisitive part of the frequency-domain acous-

tic impedance, while retaining the magnitude of the reac-

tance part, show that the amplitude of the oscillations de-

creases. This experimental finding, together with the remarks

in Sec. VII are indicative for the presence of large amplitude

oscillatory surface effects in the cases where the frequency-

domain acoustic impedance has a large negative reactance

part as compared with its positive resistive part. This spectral

property holds for the mineral wool impedance model, but

not for the Langley CT73 impedance model as observed

from Figs. 3 and 6.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Closed-form time-domain expressions are derived for

the reflected sound waves above an absorptive and dispersive

planar boundary. A Padé type expression has been used to

model the acoustic impedance. This choice makes the

partial-fraction decomposition of the reflection coefficient

possible with the consequence that the transformation back

to the time domain can be carried out analytically.

The surface wave phenomenon above the impedance

boundary has been discussed in Sec. VII. No surface waves

like the Rayleigh wave, the Scholte wave, and the Stoneley

waves in elastodynamics, are argued to exist. However, os-

cillatory surface effects do occur due to the absorptive and

FIG. 7. ~a!–~c! Normalized density plots of G r in the Langley CT73 acoustic impedance model with ct/h5330, where ct5$1,4,16% m. No oscillations with
large amplitudes in the Green’s function occur at large horizontal offsets parallel to the boundary. ~d!–~f! The corresponding time snaps at source height.

FIG. 8. Time traces of the normalized reflected-wave Green’s function in the Langley CT73 acoustic impedance model at source height and different

horizontal offsets. The Green’s function G r→1/4pD1 as t→` .
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dispersive properties of the boundary material. These oscil-

latory features are large in magnitude only if the frequency-

domain acoustic impedance possesses the property of a large

negative reactance part as compared with its positive resis-

tive part.
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